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Izumi Sena is an average guy born into a family of famous celebrities. A college student and total

otaku, he works hard every day with the goal of someday becoming a manga creator. Izumi's career

as an entertainer is in full swing. He's costarring in a TV show with Ryoma and showing

extraordinary promise as an actor, but that only deepens Ryoma's anguish. Will they be forced to

choose work over love? As the two try to figure things out, disaster strikes!
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Eiki Eiki is the creator of numerous yaoi and shojo manga. Her previous English-language releases

include Train?Train, Millennium Prime Minister, and The Art of Loving. Born on December 6, she is

a Sagittarius with an A blood type. Taishi Zaou's works have been published in English, French, and

German. Her previous English-language releases include Green Light, Fevered Kiss, Living For

Tomorrow, Mysterious Love, and Electric Hands. She was born a Capricorn on January 10 and has

an O blood type. Eiki Eiki and Taishi Zaou's hit series Love Stage!! has been adapted into a drama

CD and a television anime series. They also publish doujinshi (independent comics) under the

name Kozouya. You can find out more about them at their website, http://www.kozouya.com/.

~4/5(May contain spoilers.)Just as Ryoma and Izumi are fighting, and we're seeing how seriously

impressive Izumi's acting skills are, Ryoma gets hypnotized to forget all about Izumi. This causes a

whole new level of frustration for Izumi, and he starts seeing how much he really loves and misses



Ryoma now that he doesn't remember him and isn't paying him any attention.It's interesting to see

how Izumi attempts stepping up and seducing Ryoma, in ways reminiscent of how Ryoma did in the

beginning. And Izumi really has no pride, or rather, no shame, as he has no problem coming onto

Ryoma and confessing his love and relying on Ryoma even when he has no reason to accept it.The

volume ends with a sexy scene, the two of them trapped in a room together.This is a fun series to

read. By no means is it perfect, as some of the methods used are iffy and even Izumi can be

annoying. But it's just fun to read.[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to

which there's a link on my profile.]

Gets my daughter to read im good!! Lol she loves these stories

Loved it

Whatcha gonna do? It's total fluff, but it's fun fluff! Great artwork, skilled plotting, interesting main

and supporting characters with byplay of their own: perfect for a fun, heartwarming, and

not-very-serious read. Enjoy it for what it is!

i read up to the last chapter in volume 5 now im patiently waiting for volume 6 to see what happens

after chapter 26 hopefully something good happens idk -crosses fingers- can't wait for ten count

hope sublime doesn't remove the smut from it

I absolutely love this series to death, I have read it over and over so many times. Get it! You won't

be disappointed

I am enjoying this series , and i hope it continues. My wife also loves this series too , so we can read

it together.

Loved the first few columns of this series, but it is quickly slowing down and losing the sweet

romantic comedy version be it began with
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